
LESSON 8: How does plate movement explain movement at Mt. Everest and other
places in the world?

PREVIOUS LESSON We modeled how two points on the edges of the Eurasian and Indian plates moved over time. Using data and evidence from earlier lessons, we figured out how
far apart the two points on the plate boundaries would have been at different points in time. We developed a time series model for these two points on the
plate boundaries today, at 10 years, 100,000 years and 50 million years ago.

THIS LESSON

PUTTING PIECES TOGETHER,
PROBLEMATIZING

2 days

We develop a Gotta-Have-It Checklist and then a consensus model to explain the different kinds of
movement at Mt. Everest. We revisit other locations we investigated to determine if those locations can be
explained by our Mt. Everest model. We realize we need a new model to explain what is happening where
plates spread apart. We revise our Gotta-Have-It Checklist and develop a new consensus model for
explaining the locations where plates spread apart. We revisit locations where plates collide and recognize
that we cannot explain the presence of volcanoes in some locations and the difference in earthquake
patterns. We decide we still need additional information to complete our models.

NEXT LESSON Students will obtain information and data from a variety of sources to find out why volcanoes form in some places. They will watch a video, view animations,
read a text, and analyze data to determine the cause of volcano formation, and they will consider if it is consistent with what they have learned so far about
Earth’s plates and how they move.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-ESS1-4, MS-ESS2-1, MS-ESS2-
2, MS-ESS2-3

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Develop a model based on evidence to explain the gradual and sudden movements at Mt. Everest due to plate motion and convection in the
mantle.

Construct an explanation using models to explain how Earth’s surface is changed suddenly and over long periods of time due to plate
movement and motion in the mantle.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

When two plates collide, land is pushed up to form mountains.
When two plates spread apart, new crust forms between them.
Changes to Earth’s surface can happen quickly in fractions of a second (like the earthquake on Mt. Everest) or very slowly over long
periods of time (like forming the mountains)



Lesson 8 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 6 min NAVIGATION
Students review the phenomena and questions we are trying to
answer.

A-B initial consensus model (Lesson 1)

2 15 min BUILD THE GOTTA-HAVE-IT CHECKLIST
Have students review artifacts from Lessons 1-7 to develop a Gotta-
Have-It Checklist.

C Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Key for Lesson
8

3 5 min DEVELOP A MODEL FOR MT. EVEREST
Give students time to work with a thought partner to revise their
models for explaining Mt. Everest.

D colored pencils, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest

4 15 min FACILITATE A CONSENSUS DISCUSSION TO EXPLAIN MT. EVEREST
Gather in a Scientists Circle to develop a model for explaining what
causes the different kinds of movement at Mt. Everest.

E-F Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, Communicating in Scientific Ways
poster, initial consensus model (Lesson 1), Relief Map with Arrows (Lesson 3),
Earth Model (Lesson 5 and 6), chart paper, markers

5 4 min NAVIGATION
Celebrate the class’ accomplishments. Motivate wanting to modify
the model to explain other locations.

G

End of day 1

6 5 min NAVIGATION
Have students examine the other locations they have investigated to
identify which fit and do not fit the Mt. Everest model.

H Relief Map with Arrows (Lesson 3), Mt. Everest Consensus Model (made on day 1),
Does it fit or not fit the Mt. Everest model? poster (made on day 2)

7 5 min REVISE GOTTA-HAVE-IT CHECKLIST
Have students revise their Gotta-Have-It Checklist to explain the
movement at a location where plates spread apart.

I Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, colored pencils

8 6 min INDIVIDUAL MODEL: SPREADING APART
Give students time to develop a model in their science notebooks
with a thought partner. The model is for explaining observations at
locations where plates spread apart.

J Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, colored pencils

9 15 min FACILITATE A CONSENSUS DISCUSSION: SPREADING APART
Gather students in a Scientists Circle to develop a model for
explaining what happens at locations where plates spread apart.

K Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, Communicating in Scientific Ways
poster, chart paper, markers

10 8 min CONSTRUCT AN EXPLANATION: SLOW AND RAPID CHANGE
Students develop an explanation that describes how rapid and slow
changes happen at Mt. Everest due to plate motion.

L Construct an Explanation: Quick and slow change

11 6 min NAVIGATION AND PROBLEMATIZE
Discuss observations not yet explained: the presence of volcanoes
and patterns in earthquake depth at different locations.

M

End of day 2



Lesson 8 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest
colored pencils
Construct an Explanation: Quick and slow change

initial consensus model (Lesson 1)
Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Key for Lesson 8
Communicating in Scientific Ways poster
Relief Map with Arrows (Lesson 3)
Earth Model (Lesson 5 and 6)
chart paper
markers
Mt. Everest Consensus Model (made on day 1)
Does it fit or not fit the Mt. Everest model? poster (made on day 2)

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Make a space for a Scientists Circle on day 1 and day 2. Have the following charts nearby:
Initial Consensus Model (Lesson 1)
Relief Map with Arrows (Lesson 3)
Earth Model (Lesson 5; modified Lesson 6)

Have a copy of the Communicating in Scientific Ways poster near your Scientists Circle or previously taped into your students’ science notebooks.

Prepare a space to record a class consensus model for Mt. Everest on day 1 and a class consensus model for plates spreading apart on day 2.

Prepare a poster ahead of day 2 to sort locations into whether they fit or do not fit the Mt. Everest model. Title this poster, Does it fit or not fit the Mt. Everest model?



Lesson 8 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In this lesson, students develop two models for explaining boundaries where plates collide and spread apart. Students will build an understanding of ESS2.B (Earth’s plates have moved
great distances, collided, and spread apart) and ESS1.C (tectonic processes continually generate new ocean seafloor at ridges). By the end of this lesson, students should understand that
plate movement is responsible for many features on the Earth’s surface, like the Himalayan mountains, and the cause of earthquake patterns worldwide.

Where We Are NOT Going

This lesson does not teach students about the three plate boundary types typical of traditional middle school earth science content. This lesson intentionally avoids the terminology of
convergent, divergent, and transform boundaries. Instead, the lesson helps students connect the energy flow and matter cycling below the crust to the creation of and continued change
happening on Earth’s crust. Students also connect earthquake patterns to plate boundaries, but will not yet be able to explain the patterns in earthquake depth at different boundaries, or
how volcanic activity connects to this pattern. This is the problematize move used to motivate Lesson 9.



6 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 8
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook, initial consensus model (Lesson 1)

Take stock of where we are in our thinking about plate movement and experiences we have from that movement. Ask students, What
have we been up to? This navigation is to review aspects of the phenomenon and the science ideas to help explain them. Project slide A
that shows photos of Mt. Everest and the relief map of Earth’s surface. Have students think for a moment about what it is that the class
is trying to figure out related to plates moving and the original Mt. Everest phenomenon. Quickly review the investigations from Lessons
1–7 and take stock of what has been figured out through those investigations. Don’t spend too long here, as students will revisit their
Progress Trackers next in order to create a Gotta-Have-It Checklist. Sample prompts are included below.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What patterns did we notice with where Earthquakes happen? Some patterns were clusters and others were lines.

Some patterns were all shallow while other patterns went from
shallow to deep.

What did we find out about how plates move? They move all the time and in different directions, which means
different places are moving in different directions, toward or away
from each other.

What did we learn that causes plate movement? Energy from the core flows to the surface because the core is hotter
than the crust.

There is a circular movement of matter in the mantle and when it is
moving outward and back inward, its pushing and pulling on the crust.

Introduce the lesson question. Have students summarize some of the big questions we’ve been working on in the previous lessons
before presenting the new lesson question. Then show slide B and display the class’ initial consensus model. Introduce students to the
question, How does plate movement explain movement at Mt. Everest and other places in the world? Elicit a few ideas from students.

Establish the mission for the class. Say, So we know a lot more about what is happening with plates moving around and what causes that
movement. However, we are still trying to figure out how this is connected to Mt. Everest moving one way and then backwards during the earthquake.
Do we have enough information to answer this now? Elicit student ideas about where the class is in figuring out what happened at Mt.
Everest.



15 min2 · BUILD THE GOTTA-HAVE-IT CHECKLIST
MATERIALS: science notebook, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Key for Lesson 8

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Key for Lesson 8 is provided to you as an example of the different science ideas that
students have developed from Lessons 2-7. These ideas are color-coded to help you reference them as
students share their Gotta-Have-It Checklist. Students’ ideas should be expressed in their own words.

Preview the purpose of the Gotta-Have-It Checklist.✱ Explain to students that they will create a
Gotta-Have-It Checklist where they decide on which ideas from their Progress Tracker and
investigations they believe are most important for explaining how plate movement relates to the
movement at Mt.Everest. Clarify for students that they will first try to explain Mt. Everest and then
explain movement at other locations.

Pass out a copy of Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest to each student. This will be taped
or glued into students’ science notebooks when complete. Use slide C to preview how to build the
checklist. Students will complete the left column now and leave the right columns blank. Direct
students to consult their Progress Tracker in their notebook. Tell students that these are important
ideas they have figured out over the past lessons and that some of them may be more critical than
others for explaining how plate movement relates to the movement at Mt. Everest.

Have students work with a partner to develop their checklist. Students do not need to record all of
their ideas from previous lessons - only the ones they want to include to answer the lesson
question, focusing first on Mt. Everest, then on other locations. Students should spend
approximately 8-10 minutes working with their partner.

Facilitate a sharing of ideas. Facilitate a brief sharing of ideas from the groups. Ask students to
mention an idea they included on the checklist and why it’s important. You can also ask which ideas they did not include and why those
ideas are less important. The example student responses below are not a comprehensive list of all the ideas, but may give you an idea
of what students will include or not include as important.

Suggested prompt Sample student responses

Can someone suggest an idea from a previous lesson that can help
explain the movement at Mt. Everest?

Earth’s surface is made up of many pieces of rock called plates,
that are touching.
The plates move all the time, in different directions and at
different speeds.
Earthquakes happen when plates move past each other, build
up tension, and then slip and release energy we feel as shaking.
Heat flow from the core to the surface causes molten rock in
the mantle to move around (hotter material rising to the
surface and cooler material sinking).
This circular movement (convection) within the mantle causes
the plates to move at the surface.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN DEVELOPING AND
USING MODELS

An alternative to doing the Gotta-Have-It
Checklist in partners is to construct the
checklist together as a class, with a public
representation of the ideas the class agrees
should be part of the consensus model. If
you make a modification to the current
activity, keep in mind the following
important components to make this
activity a productive one:

The process should be
collaborative and involve students
arguing from evidence for their
ideas.
There should be a public record,
or artifact, of the ideas students
agree to include in their models.



5 min

Suggested prompt Sample student responses

Can someone suggest an idea we think is important, but maybe not
necessary for explaining movement at Mt. Everest?

Earthquakes happen in line and cluster patterns.
In some places earthquakes are mostly shallow and in other
places there is a pattern of shallow to deeper earthquakes.
Plates are made of different combinations of rock which make
some parts heavier or lighter.
The Earth’s crust gets hotter the deeper into the crust.
The mantle of the Earth is heated by the energy from the core,
which is being transferred from the interior out toward the
exterior parts of the mantle and crust.
New crust forms when molten rock (magma) seeps through the
crust and cools and hardens.
Because of the motion in the mantle, the plates have moved
great distances over long periods of time.

3 · DEVELOP A MODEL FOR MT. EVEREST
MATERIALS: science notebook, colored pencils, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Students should use 2 pages in the Progress Tracker section of their notebook to complete the model. Have
students tape the Gotta-Have-It Checklist on one side, and use the three box Progress Tracker on the other
side. The template for the three box tracker is shown below:

Question Source of Evidence

Write the question we are trying to explain List evidence from lessons 2-7

What we figured out in words and pictures

Write ideas and draw a graphic representation of those ideas to develop an explanation to the
question.

Set a purpose for model building. Use slide D to orient students to the task and remind students about the 3 aspects of movement at
Mt. Everest that we want our model to explain, using what we’ve learned about plate movement. Students can work on their own or
with a thought partner. Remind students that the purpose of building individual models is to gather their thinking. Direct students to
develop their model on a new page in their science notebook near where they attached their Gotta-Have-It Checklist (shown on the
slide and the image to the right).

Give students time to develop their models.✱ Students should use their Gotta-Have-It Checklist to develop a model (words and
pictures) that explains movement at Mt. Everest. Remind students that as they use an idea from their checklist, students should check
the appropriate column on their list. If they decide not to include an idea from their list, they can check that on their list as well.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN DEVELOPING AND
USING MODELS

Individual time gives students the
opportunity to synthesize evidence and
formulate their ideas. This is important so
that students are prepared to defend their
ideas and evaluate others’ ideas when they
share with the whole class. As students
work, circulate among them, prompting
them to defend their model (or part of
their model) using evidence collected
during investigations in Lessons 1-7. This
can help students think through where their
model may have a hole prior to the
collaborative whole class sharing.



15 min4 · FACILITATE A CONSENSUS DISCUSSION TO EXPLAIN MT. EVEREST
MATERIALS: science notebook, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, Communicating in Scientific Ways poster, initial consensus model (Lesson 1), Relief Map with Arrows
(Lesson 3), Earth Model (Lesson 5 and 6), chart paper, markers

Form a Scientists Circle for a Consensus Discussion. Have students bring their individual models in their science notebooks to the
discussion circle. Display the class’ initial consensus model (Lesson 1), Relief Map with Arrows (Lesson 3), and Earth Model (Lesson 5;
modified Lesson 6) nearby to reference throughout the discussion.

Remind students of discussion norms for a Consensus Discussion.✱ Display slide E to review the purpose of the discussion. Show
students the Communicating in Scientific Ways chart and remind students of the discussion norms and sentence frames to use when
having scientific discussions. Emphasize the importance of having a safe space where students can share their ideas and push each
other’s thinking. Remind students:

how to agree or disagree respectfully,
how to push for justification,
that it’s OK to share an idea they’re not sure about, and
that it’s OK to disagree with someone’s or a group’s idea, but back up your thinking with evidence.

Display slide F. Say, We’re going to take stock of the ideas in everyone’s models and try to build a class consensus model that everyone agrees upon
to explain why Mt. Everest is getting taller, moving one way each year, and why it moved backwards during the earthquake. We’re going to use what
we’ve learned about plates and movement of energy and matter in the mantle to do this.

Facilitate the Consensus Discussion and record a class consensus model. Start by having students offer proposals for what should go in
the model. It may be helpful to focus on different aspects of movement at Mt. Everest, and work on each one to reach consensus before
moving to the next type of movement. These include:

Mt. Everest getting taller,
Mt. Everest moving northeast each year, and
Mt. Everest moving backwards during the earthquake.

As the class discusses each type of movement, encourage students to support or challenge proposals based on evidence.
Students can also suggest modification to another student’s proposal.

During the discussion, ask students how to represent their ideas visually and remind students of previously agreed upon conventions.
On the chart paper create a public representation of agreed-upon ideas as the class puts them together. Title the model, Mt. Everest
Consensus Model.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of the discussion: To agree, based on evidence, why there are different kinds of movement at Mt.
Everest and how this can be explained by plate movement and the underlying convection within the
mantle.✱

Listen for student ideas:
Mt. Everest is getting taller because it’s located where two plates are colliding.
Plates collide because energy from the core is flowing to the surface, causing the material within
the mantle to circle up and down, which pushes and pulls on the crust.
When two plates collide, the rock (or land) gets pushed upward, which makes mountains.
One plate is pushing harder (or moving faster) than the other plate which is why Mt. Everest is
moving to the northeast.
When the earthquake happened, the tension at the plate boundary caused the plate to slip and
the land to move backwards a little.

✱ STRATEGIES FOR THIS
CONSENSUS DISCUSSION

The purpose of the Consensus Discussion
on day 1 is to build a common, class-level
model to explain movement at Mt.
Everest, drawing on all the ideas learned in
Lessons 1–7. The teacher’s role is to prompt
students to share what needs to be in the
model, to ensure students provide
evidence they have to support their ideas,
and how to represent it. The students’ role
is to offer proposals for ideas to include in
the model and how to represent those
ideas, support or challenge proposed ideas
from peers, and come to consensus about
what should be included in the model.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

The key ideas shared are suggestions for
important ideas the model could include.
Several of these ideas are also located on
Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Key for Lesson 8.
Your class’s list of key ideas could be
articulated differently and may include
other ideas not listed here. It is important,
however, to appropriate the words and
ideas that your students use during this
discussion. Actively look for different ways
students share and represent their ideas as
an opportunity to communicate to your
students that different ways of
representing our thinking is valuable. These
differences give the group an opportunity
to think more deeply about their evidence
and what the evidence supports or does
not support.

Not all students are comfortable being the
“only one” who voices a disagreement or a
potentially wrong idea. Ask students to
think about what they heard their partner
or group members saying, and ask the
room if their partner or group member’s ideas
are represented in the class discussion. This
supports all students to share, to listen, to
be heard, and to be represented.



Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questionsSuggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

Why is Mt. Everest getting taller? Two plates are colliding and when they
collide there is nowhere to go but up.

How can we represent the movement
colliding and also the upward movement as
the mountains are made?

Do we all agree on how we represented this?

Why does Mt. Everest move northeast each
year?

The Indian plate is moving faster than the
Eurasian plate, so when they collide the
faster one pushes harder against the other
one.

How can we show the difference inthe rate
each plate is moving?

What is causing the plate movement at the
surface?
(reference the Earth Model from Lesson 5
and modified in Lesson 6)

The heat from the core makes the stuff in
the mantle cycle around.

When we modeled the mantle, which part of
the model represents what is happening
right now at Mt.Everest?

How can we represent the cycling in the
mantle and how that relates to these two
colliding plates?

How does the movement in the mantle
affect the movement at the surface?
(reference the Relief Map with Arrows from
Lesson 3)

When the matter pushes upward, it causes
the surface to spread apart. When the
matter sinks down, it pulls down. This is what
happens where plates collide.

Do we think matter is cycling up or down in
the mantle where Mt. Everest is formed?

Why do we think that?

Why did Mt. Everest move backwards during
the earthquake?

Earthquakes are when plates slip against
each other, so it slips and when it settled in,
moved the plate backward.

How can we represent that in a side view?

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Listen for students to suggest ideas including (1) heat flow from the core to the surface, which causes (2) up
and down motion of material in the mantle, which affects (3) plate motion and at Mt.Everest two plates
are moving toward each other, and (4) when two plates collide the land lifts up, and (5) earthquakes
happen as the plates slip past each other and resettle. If students struggle to piece the ideas together, ask
them to tell the story beginning with energy flow from the core. Make connections back to the Motion in the
Mantle demonstration from Lesson 6 and ask students to cite evidence from the demonstration that
connects up and down movement in the mantle to surface movement spreading apart or colliding. Then
prompt students to explain how mountains form at the surface (uplift) once they have agreed upon the
ideas about convection in the mantle and Mt. Everest being formed where plates collide.



4 min

The example model to the right depicts a
side view (cross-section) of the model and
a bird’s-eye view from above. The
numbering on the model coincides with
the numbering from Gotta-Have-It
Checklist: Key for Lesson 8 and may not
match your students’ numbering on each
of their Gotta-Have-It Checklists.

As you develop this model, check that you
have included ideas from the Gotta-Have-
It Checklist that students believe are
important, and leverage the science ideas
built from previous lessons.

While students will mostly use ideas they
have previously figured out, one new
science idea may need to be added as the
class develops their model for explaining
why Mt. Everest gets taller.

When two plates collide, land is
pushed up to form mountains.

Question Source of Evidence

How does plate movement explain
movement at Mt. Everest?

GPS data, earthquake data,
readings, simulation, Motion
in the Mantle demonstration

What we figured out in words and pictures

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Celebrate the class’s accomplishments. Take a moment to celebrate all that the students accomplished in today’s work. Today marks an
important milestone in the unit, in which students came to consensus for a model to explain the original anchoring phenomenon.

Motivate the need to explain the other cases the students have investigated. Display slide G depicting the world map of the locations
investigated. Use the prompt on the slide to initiate a brief sharing of ideas about which locations may have a similar model as Mt.
Everest, and which locations are very different. Listen for students to suggest that:

The Andes Mountains and Mt. Fuji in Japan are possibly similar to Mt. Everest.
The Mid-Atlantic Ridge, Iceland, and Lake Baikal are different from Mt. Everest.

Say, Seems like we have more work to do if we want to explain the other places we’ve been investigating. In the next class, let’s work on changing our
model so that we can explain more than just want happened at Mt. Everest.

End of day 1



5 min

5 min

6 min

6 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: Relief Map with Arrows (Lesson 3), Mt. Everest Consensus Model (made on day 1), Does it fit or not fit the Mt. Everest model? poster (made on day 2)

Facilitate a Turn and Talk about whether the model explains other locations. Display slide H. Have the class’ Mt.
Everest Consensus Model displayed prominently. You may also want the Relief Map with Arrows from Lesson 3
clearly displayed. Arrange students in partners and give them 2-3 minutes to discuss which of these locations
seem to fit their model for Mt. Everest.

Share ideas in a whole class discussion. Bring the students back together for a whole class discussion. As students
share, sort the locations in terms of whether they fit or don’t fit the Mt. Everest Model using your pre-made
poster (Does it fit or not fit the Mt. Everest model?). You can also include a grey area between these two
categories, labeled “don’t know.” If students sort by colliding or spreading apart, their sorting should look like this:

Fits: Andes, Japan (optional: Aleutians, Mexico)
Does not fit: Iceland, Lake Baikal, and Mid-Atlantic Ridge

Say, It seems clear that we only have a model for explaining what happens when plates collide, but we also have a couple places where the plates
are spreading apart. That's a big difference from Mt. Everest so we probably need to revise our model to explain what is happening in these places.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Students should sort the locations according to the motion of plates colliding or spreading apart. The
students have yet to develop a subduction model, so it is OK at this moment if students sort all of the
colliding plates into one category.

7 · REVISE GOTTA-HAVE-IT CHECKLIST
MATERIALS: science notebook, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, colored pencils

Revisit the Gotta-Have-It Checklist. Show slide I. Arrange students into partners to revise their Gotta-Have-It
Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest now thinking about what additional ideas should be added to explain a plate
boundary where plates are spreading apart. Encourage students to use a different colored pencil to mark ideas
they still need to explain where plates spread. Ask them to write new ideas to the list in this color too. Students
should suggest adding the following idea:

New crust forms when molten rock (magma) seeps through the crust and cools and hardens.

8 · INDIVIDUAL MODEL: SPREADING APART
MATERIALS: science notebook, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, colored pencils

Have students work with a thought partner to develop a model. Display slide J. Have students complete a three box Progress Tracker for
this new model on the next available page in the Progress Tracker section. Encourage students to ask each other questions as they work



15 min

together, but to record their own individual models in their science notebooks. Students should use their Gotta-Have-It Checklist to
develop a model (words and pictures) that explains their observations of plates spreading apart. Remind students that as they use an
idea from their checklist, students should check the appropriate column on their list. If they decide not to include an idea from their list,
they can check that on their list as well.

9 · FACILITATE A CONSENSUS DISCUSSION: SPREADING APART
MATERIALS: science notebook, Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Explaining Mt. Everest, Communicating in Scientific Ways poster, chart paper, markers

Form a Scientists Circle for a Consensus Discussion and review norms as needed. Have students bring their individual models in their
science notebooks to the discussion circle. Remind students of discussion norms for a Consensus Discussion (return to slide E if needed).

Facilitate the Consensus Discussion and record a class consensus model. Start by having students offer proposals for what should go in
the model to explain observations at locations where plates spread apart. It may be helpful to talk through a few questions to guide the
discussion, starting with those provided on slide K. These include:

How do the plates spread apart or away from each other?
What happens as it spreads?
Where does new rock come from?
How does this relate to what we observed at these places?

As the class discusses each of the questions, create a public representation of agreed-upon ideas as the class puts them together. Title
the model, “Spreading Plates Consensus Model.”✱

KEY IDEAS Purpose of the discussion: to agree, based on evidence, of what happens at plate boundaries that are
spreading apart.

Listen for students’ ideas:
There is convection happening below the surface, and this movement pushes upward and pushes
the plates apart.
Plates move away from each other.
New crust forms where the plates are spreading apart.
Underwater volcanoes are where magma is coming through the surface where plates are
spreading.
Where the plates split, water can fill in the space because there is a gap, or low land in that
location.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

How do the plates spread apart or away from
each other?

The stuff in the mantle is rising upwards
right at the plate boundary and this pushes
the plates apart.

How does our Motion in the Mantle
demonstration support the idea we are
proposing to add?

What happens as it spreads? The plates move away from each other.

There are earthquakes as the plates are
pushed apart.

New crust forms in the middle from magma
(and the underwater volcanoes).

How are the earthquakes different at this
plate boundary?

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN DEVELOPING AND
USING MODELS

As the class develops a new model for
explaining phenomena that happen where
plates spread apart, emphasize to students
that they are using many similar model
ideas that they used for where plates
collide, which one or two important
differences. Even though they are
developing a specific model to explain
Iceland, the Baikal Valley, and the mid-
Atlantic ridge, this model has underlying
science ideas that can help them explain
any kind of movement at Earth’s surface.



8 min

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

Where does new rock come from? The magma from the mantle pushes
through and it cools down and makes new
rock.

Where these plates are dividing, how old
would we say this land or ocean floor is,
compared to what was pushed away?

How does this relate to what we observe in
these places?

There is a lot of heat, volcanoes, geysers, and
hot springs in these places because the
magma and heat from the mantle is pushing
through the surface here.

There are shallow earthquakes when the
plates get pushed apart.

The example model to the right depicts a side view (cross-section) of the
model and a bird’s-eye view from above. The numbering on the model
coincides with the numbering from Gotta-Have-It Checklist: Key for Lesson 8
and may not match your students’ numbering on each of their Gotta-Have-
It Checklists.

As you develop this model, check that you have included ideas from the
Gotta-Have-It Checklist that students believe are important, and leverage
the science ideas built from previous lessons.

10 · CONSTRUCT AN EXPLANATION: SLOW AND RAPID CHANGE
MATERIALS: science notebook, Construct an Explanation: Quick and slow change

Construct an explanation for rapid and slow changes. Display slide L and pass out 1 copy of Construct an Explanation: Quick and
slow change. Give students time to construct an explanation to explain what they observed about Mt. Everest that reflects rapid

and slow changes to Earth’s surface.✱ Collect students’ responses as a formative assessment opportunity.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Look for students’ explanations to include (1) identifying mountain building as a change requiring long
amounts of time because plates only move a small distance each year, and (2) explaining that an
earthquake is a quick change after built-up tension between plates is released suddenly that can cause the
big movement of land around the earthquake. Encourage students to use their data from Lesson 3 to
support their ideas about gradual and sudden movements. Display the Relief Map with Arrows from Lesson
3 as a scaffold to help students construct their explanations.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN CONSTRUCTING
EXPLAINING AND DESIGNING
SOLUTIONS

Students construct an explanation to
explain gradual and sudden changes to
Earth’s surface based on the motion of
plates and convection in the mantle. They
do this in the context of Mt. Everest as an
example location where these gradual and
sudden changes occur.



6 min11 · NAVIGATION AND PROBLEMATIZE
MATERIALS: None

Problematize patterns in earthquake depths and volcanoes for students. At this point in the lesson, students have figured out most of
what they need to explain how the Himalayan mountains formed, but they have not yet figured out the different patterns that occur at
boundaries where plates collide.

Say, We thought that our Mt. Everest Model could explain the Andes mountains and Mt. Fuji in Japan. Can you think of anything about these two
other locations that we cannot explain yet? Listen for students to suggest the volcanoes in Japan and the Andes mountains.

Display slide M showing an earthquake map of the Andes compared to Himalayas. Ask students these questions:
Why do earthquakes get deeper in the Andes mountains in a line pattern, but are more spread out and shallow in the
Himalayas?
Why are there a lot of volcanoes in the Andes mountains and very few in the Himalayas?

Give students a moment to think about these two questions. Allow one or two students to share their thinking. Likely, there will still be
some wondering about these two questions. Tell students this is where they are going next in the unit.

Additional Lesson 8 Teacher Guidance

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

In this unit, students will frequently engage in speaking, listening, and responding to others as part of their
participation in scientific and engineering practices. In this instance, students engage in peer-to-peer
discussion to share, express, and refine their thinking. As they do this, they must develop, present, and
defend their ideas to one another verbally in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence; sound,
valid reasoning; and well-chosen details (CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1). Using the Communicating in Scientific
Ways sentence starters can help facilitate the discussion between and among students.

As students construct their explanations in this lesson they are also working toward:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas,
concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2.A. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies
such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting (e.g., headings),
graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2.B. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details,
quotations, or other information and examples.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2.C. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and
concepts.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2.D. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.


